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Let Q be a locally compact (Hausdorff) space. C(s2, F) = {all con- 
tinuous F-valued functions on Q}, where F = either the reals, R, or the 
complexes, C. C,(Q, F) = (f~ C(Q, I;): .f vanishes at infinity). 
C&Q, F) = {f~ C(Q, F): f has compact support}. 

A celebrated theorem of Hunt [2,4] asserts: Suppose A is a linear 
operator whose domain D(A) contains C,,(O, R) and is contained in 
C,(sZ, R), whose range is dense in C,(Q, R), and which satisfies the 
(Cartan-Deny) complete maximum principle, then there exists a 
Feller semigroup -[P1) such that Af : Jr P, f dt, Vf E C,,(f2, R), 
(Q is assumed to be u-compact); more generally, Lion [7], assuming 
a weak form of maximum principle and without supposing density of 
the range, shows the existence of a sub-markovian resolvent family 

WA>0 such that Af = limb,,+ R,,f, Vf E C,,(Q, R). ‘l’his was further 
extended, quite recently, in a useful and interesting way by Hirsh, [3], 
replacing maximum principles by codissipativeness (see definition 
below), and working in C,,(Q, @) without “positivity” and without 
assuming a-compactness. 

Here we place ourselves in the o-compact cast (by far the most 
important for applications) and show that for any codissipative 
operator A in C,(Q, a=), defined on C&Q, C), 34 > 0 in C,,(Q, R) 
such that A extends codissipatively to all f E C,(O, C) which in 
modulus are O(4) near infinity (all such f belong to D(A)), A = closure 
of the closeable operator A). This fact of some independent interest, 
and not available from [3], permits us to give a rather transparent 

* The results in this paper are part of some comprehensive work done by the author 
during 1972 and 1973, while at Universite Paris-Sud and Universite de Paris VI, 
on maximum principles as related to numerical ranges, generation, and multiplicative 
perturbation. This work was presented in part in talks given February 1 and 8, 1973, 
at the Seminaire de Theo& du Potentiel, Universite de Paris VI. Further results 
will be published either in papers or directly in a book presently under preparation. 
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“from-scratch” proof of the above mentioned result of Hirsch (and 
an extension to a somewhat wider class of operators), for Q o-compact. 

For historical background, a more ample view of the subject and 
its ramifications, the reader may consult [2, 3, 61 and references given 
there. 

A will henceforth, unless indicated otherwise, denote a linear 
operator with domain D(A), and range R(A), C C,,(sZ, @) considered 
as a Banach space under sup-norm. We recall, the following definition 

(see [31). 

DEFINITION 1. A is called codissipative if Vf E D(A), 

llf+wlI >lIWl/ VA >o. (1) 
It is well known, and also follows from Lemma 9 that a codissipative 

densely defined operator A is closeable. Below, for f E C(B, F), we 
write “supp f" to mean “support off.” 

LEMMA 2. Suppose A is closeable and C&Q, @) C D(A). Then for 
each open V C Sz with compact closure, 3 a constant C, > 0 such that 
II Af II < C, llf II whenever wvf C V. 

Proof. Let XI denote C,( V, C) as a Banach space under sup-norm. 
Let T: X, I-+ X = C,(Q, a=) be defined by Tf = f on V, = 0 on CV. 
T is isometric on X, . Set A, = A 0 T. A, is closed, XI and X are 
complete, D(A,) = X,; hence, A, is bounded and I( A, I/ provides a 
C, as required. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 3. Suppose A is cZoseabZe and C,,(sZ, @) C D(A). Then 
$!J in C&Q, R), > 0 on all of L.?, such that every f E C,(sZ, @) satisfying 

/ f j = O(4), near infinity (4 

is in D(A). ((2) means, of course, for the given f, 3K compact C Q and a 
constant 01 3 0 such that 1 f / < a# off K). 

Proof. For n = 1, 2 ,..., we define intervals I, C R by 

I, = ((1 - &j/2’“, (1 + hjpj. 

Sz being u-compact 3~ E C,,(G), R), >0, // F I( = 1. Set J, = QI-~(I,), 
and 52, = &y Jlc . Dn is compact; let C, = C, be a corresponding 
constant as provided by lemma 2. We may assu”me that 1 < C, < 

#o/13/4-7 
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c, < a*+. It is easy to construct p E C((0, 11, Iw), ,O, such that 
p < 1/2n+1C,+, on 1, . 

We shall show that # = p 0 v has the properties claimed in the 
statement of this theorem. Let v’n E C,(sZ, R), = I on J, , = 0 on J,3, 
for lk--nl > 1, with 0 < vn < 1 everywhere. Then I,!J, = 
ps(CrGl v,;)-r is well defined, in C,,(sZ, rW>, and X:=1 4, = 1. 
Supposef E C,(J2, C) satisfies (2). Letf, = CtZr f+Gk , then fn E D(A), 
Ilf-frill + 0. s ince wp(f~k) C Qk,, , we have fork large jj Af$, jj < 
Ck+i jjf$lc // < Ck+,ol( 1,12”C,;+,) = cu!2”. Thus, the Afn = CtZF Af& 
form a Cauchy sequence, and hence, f E D(A), Af = C,“=l Af#k . 

Q.E.D. 

REMARKS 4. There is a great deal of freedom in constructing 
positive functions + that have the properties required in the previous 
theorem. In particular, given K compact in Sz one can easily, by 
modifying p in the proof above, obtain # = 1 on K, and 0 < # < 1 
everywhere. 

Of course, the classical situation which Theorem 3 generalizes to 
the C,,(sZ, @) setup, is that of the potential (codissipative) operator A 
defined on C,,&X3, C) by 

In this case one may take $(x) = l/(1 + / x 13), (where of course x 
stands for (xi , x2 , x3) E (w3), or some other appropriate function 
which is 0(1/j x Ia), 01 > 2, near infinity. 

The following characterization of codissipativeness, which we shall 
need, is proved in [3], but the proof we give below is so simple that it 
seems worth the slight duplication. 

THEOREM 5. A is codissz$ative ;f and only if Vf E D(A) 3x E 9 
with l(Af)(x)j = )I Af I( and 

RefCWW) 3 0, (3) 

“-” denoting here as usual “complex conjugate of,,” “Re” means “real 

part of.” 

Proof. Suppose A is codissipative. Vt > 0, 3x, E B with )I tf + Af /I = 
j(tf + Af)(x,)l > /) Af )I. We may assume )I Af )I = 1 and (as t ---f 0) 
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x1 --+ x E 1;2. Then 1 < I(/!$)(x~)~~ + 2t Ref(x,)(A.)(x,) + O(t2) leads 
to Ref(x)(A.)(x) > 0, while j(Af)(x)j = 1; conversely, if x E Q is as 
in our statement, 

since (3) holds. Hence, 11 tf + Afll 3 11 #II, Vt > 0, so A is co- 
dissipative Q.E.D. 

For what follows, we recall explicitely some general notions and 
results valid for an arbitrary Banach space X. They can all be found 
in [3]. B(X) will denote the algebra of all bounded everywhere defined 
linear operators on X. An L,-resolvent family (on X), {A,,)A,O, is a 
family of operators RA E B(X) depending on X > 0 in such a way that 

R, - R, = (cc - h) R,R, VA, p > 0 (4) 

and Vf E X, s-lim,,,O+ XR, f = 0. The family {R,},,. is called contractive 
if 11 XR, jl < 1, Vh > 0. A = s-lim,,,+ R, is called the cogenerator 
of {R&>o . One calls A a precogenerator if it is closeable and its 
closure is a cogenerator. One has the following general fact: 

(i) Let A be a densely defined linear operator with domain and 
range in X. A is the precogenerator of a contractive L,-resolvent 
family if and only if it is codissipative and for some h, > O(and then 
for all h, > 0) R( 1 + &A) is dense (I = identity operator). 

We now return to our C,(sZ, @) setting and prove the following. 

THEOREM 6 (Hirsch). suppose D(A) 3 C,,(Q, C). Then A is the 
precogenerator of a contractive L,-resolvent family if and only if it is 
codissipative. 

Proof. Suppose A is codissipative. By (i) it suffices to show that 
R(l + A) is dense. Let u be a totally finite measure “orthogonal” to 
R(l + A). For # as in Theorem 3 define A, by A,f = z(#f ). 
D(A,) = C&2, a=) = X, and since # > 0, it follows from Theorem 5 
that A, is codissipative, hence, closed and, thus, bounded. So 
(1 + XA4)-l E B(X) for X small and, thus, by (i) for all A > 0. If 
f E X9 f = (1 + A&, with I/g II < 2 Ilf II, 

IW = j- (1 + A) #g dv + s (1 - #>g dv = s (1 - #)g dv. 
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IJ‘ I f dv <211fjl ) 1 -$/~/IJ]. 
i (5) 

Considering Remarks 4, we see that sfdv = 0. Thus, v = 0. Q.E.D. 

We shall extend somewhat the above result along closely related 
lines making further use of Theorem 3. For this purpose we first 
examine codissipativeness and the previous theorem in terms of 
“numerical ranges.” X = C,(sZ, @); let (f, g) be a generic element 
of X x X. Consider a map (r: X >: X ~--t L2 such that 

-cfY d - “;,r, E b E Q: I &)I = II g III. 

There are many such maps; let us consider one, (T, and associate to 
every ordered pair f, g E X the number (which may be called the 
pseudo-inner-product off and g): 

-- 
[f I gl, == fby,,) &;.J (6) 

(When there is no need of naming explicitely the map 0 we have 
chosen, we write [f 1 g] in lieu of [f / g],). [ / ] has the following 
properties 

[g lg] =: i1gl’” vg E x, 
(7) 

I4flgl +&Id <ll~f+PgIlIIgII Qf,,gEX and a, #B E c. 

Given an operator A, we define the numerical corange of A (relative 
to a), N(A), (we write N,(A) if there is need to explicitly name u), 

bY 
N(A) = ~[fI~~fl:f~~(4ll~f II = 11. (8) 

Remarks 7. The [ j IO introduced above are a special case of a 
general abstract notion concerning vector spaces, characterized by 
the properties (7), intimately linked with (and also characterized in 
terms of) semi-inner-products. Furthermore, it could be shown that in 
all the situations we deal with here, we could choose a general pseudo- 
inner-product [f 1 g] which is linear in f and, thus, is a semi-inner- 
product. (Actually in some more complicated situations it turns out 
that the pseudo-inner-products [ / ] are sometimes more convenient 
to work with than semi-inner-products). However, none of these facts 
is directly needed here, nor will be proved or used here. The meaning 
of N(A) above is similar to that of the numerical ranges studied in 
[l, 51, references which the interested reader may consult. 
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In terms of numerical corange, Theorem 5 can now be reformulated 
(as can Theorem 6) as follows: “A is codissipative if and only if N(A) 
is in the half-plane {a E C: Re x > 01, for an appropriate pseudo- 
inner-product.” 

THEOREM 8. Suppose D(A) 3 C&Q, @). Suppose 3 a number 
B E Iw, 0 < l3 < n/2, such that Vh < 0 the distance from h to N(A), 
d(h, N(A)), is > / X 1 sin 0. Then A precogenerates an L,-resolvent 

family PA,, with I/ hR, // < (sin 0)-l t/h > 0. 

For the proof of Theorem 8 we need the following lemma. 

LEMMA 9. Suppose A satisJies d(h, N(A)) 3 sin B 1 X / V’h < 0, 
where 8 is a real constant, 0 < 0 < 7~12. Then Qf E D(A), 

(sin 0)-l llf + Mfll > il UfII VA > 0. (9) 

If( 1 + &A)-+B(X)f or one X, > 0, then (1 + U-l, A( 1 + XA)-le B(X) 
for all X > 0, and Il( 1 + XA)-l II < 1 + l/sin 8, /I A(1 + AA)-l /I < 
1 (sin B)h, Vh > 0. If D(A) is dense in X, then A is closeable. 

Proof. Letf E D(A), /( Af 11 = 1, h > 0. Then by (7), j/f + XAf 11 > 
,[f / Af] + X I 3 4-A N(A)) 3 ( sin 0)h. Replacing f, by f//i Af // for 
the general case I/ Af Ij > 0, we obtain (9). It follows at once that if 
(I + XA)-l E B(X) for a h > 0, then A(1 + XA)-l E B(X) and 
iI41 + hA1-l II < ( sin 8))lh-l. Suppose now that (1 + h&-l E B(X) 
for some X, 1~ 0. If (1 + XA)( 1 + h&l has an inverse in B(X) then 
(1 + XA)-l = (I + &,A)-l[( I + XA)( 1 + &A)-I]-’ E B(X), and since 
(I + XA)( 1 + &A)-l = 1 + (X - h,) A( 1 -t &A)-l, the desired in- 
verse is in B(X) whenever 1 h - h, I I/ A(1 + &A)-l II < 1, thus, 
when i h - h, 1 < X, sin 8. A standard continuation argument permits 
easily to derive from the latter that VX > 0, (1 + AA)-‘, 
A(1 +XA)-‘~B(X).Also(9)yieldsatonce~/(l+XA)-’I/ < 1 +(ljsind). 
Finally, in view of (9) the statement concerning closeability of A 
follows from a result in [3]; for the sake of completeness we repeat the 
proof here. Suppose, thus, thatf, E D(A), /I fn Ij + 0, /I Af, - g Ij + 0 
for some g E X. For h > 0, h E D(A), by (9), setting M = (sin 0)-l, 

hence, Mllh+g+hAhI/ >Ijg+hAhII. For X-+0 one has 
Mllh +dl 3 Ilgll, and since D(A) is dense g = 0. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 8. The appropriate analog of (i), for “codissi- 
pative” replaced by l‘(9),” is also proved in [3], and in fact the 
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necessary ingredients for that proof are in Lemma 9. Thus, one 
proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 6, and again uses A, . For z E @ 
let “arg a” denote the usual determination of the “argument” (whereby 
arg 1 = 0, arg(--i) = -r/2). The hypothesis of Theorem 8 implies 
that N(A) C G = (z E @: 1 arg .z ) < rr - 19} u (01. Considering the 
[ I] which defines N(A) and a given f 6 X, one has if I/ A#f // = 1, 
[#j 1 A$f] = I$(x~~,A+~)[~ 1 A4fflo, E G, for a u’, and we see that 
N,,(A,) C G and, therefore, the same estimates that hold for A hold 
also for A, , in particular (9), and I]( 1 + A&)-l )/ < I + (sin 19-l; 
the rest then goes as for Theorem 6. Q.E.D. 

Clearly an example in which one encounters the situation covered 
by Theorem 8 is that of A = A”p, where A is a codissipative operator 
with Z)(A) 3 C,,,(1;2, C), and A”p denotes the operator j+ A”(pj) 
where p E C(Q, C), p(x) Z 0, I arg p(x)1 ,< (7rP) - 4 (0 < 0 < 4% 
VXEQ. 
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